NOTATIONS
In order to save space we shall omit the définitions and we shall specify only the notations we use:
-$£ (EDTOL) is the family of languages generated by EDTOL Systems (see [6] ); -M f is the family of languages generated by matrix grammars of finite index [1] ; -Sf Ji is the family of simple matrix languages [7] and ïfJl f is the family of finite index languages in The index of a matrix grammar was defined in [1] where it is proved that for any infinité language L in Jt f , the set of lengths of strings in L contains an infinité arithmetical progression (a similar resuit holds for languages in =2 7 2 )-I n [1] it is asked (problem A) whether or not any context-free language has a fînite index (clearly, according to matrix grammars).
The problem was partially solved by Salomaa [15] by proving that Ind c/ (D t ) is infinité. The existence of a context-free language of infinité index according to matrix grammars remained open.
In [3] , Cremers, Mayer, Weiss claim that Ind m (D 1 ) = 2, but, as in [8] it was pointed out, the proof in [3] family ^j is a full-AFL [11] and any language L in if 2 can be written as h{D t n R), where h is a homomorphism and R is a regular language [16] .
In [7] Ibarra introduces the so-called simple matrix grammars, a class of grammars generating languages with many context-free-like properties. Similar properties (closure properties, décision results, pumping lemmas) were proved for the family Jt f too (see [11, 12, 14] ). The relation between the families Jt f and SfM was formulated as an open problem in various contexts [9, 11, 12] ; in fact, we obviously have Jt f -£fJf = Ç) since the language {a n b n c n \n^ l}* is in Jt s but not in SfJl [7] . Therefore, the problem asks for a language in SfJi which has an infinité matrix index. A stronger formulation [12] asks for contextfree languages which are not in Jt f (problem related to the paper [3] ).
In [9] we proved that £f Jt f cz Jt f and one asks whether or not SfM f g ^Jt is a proper inclusion. The problem was solved in [10] by proving that D x does not belong to £fJt f . In a similar way it foliows that any D t ,i^ 1, is not in
THE SETTLEMENT OF THE ABOVE OPEN PROBLEMS
The result in [4] can be easily used to solve all the above open problems. Indeed, we have:
Proof: In [2] one introduces the "parallel matrix grammars" as usual contextfree matrix grammars with parallel dérivation (each rule rewrites all occurrences of its left-hand side in the string to be rewritten). Let us dénote by (PJt the family of languages generated by these grammars. In [2] it is proved that Jt f c 0>Jt, strict inclusion.
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In [13] it is proved that, in fact, we have 0>J( = $£ (EDTOL), therefore M f c 5£ (EDTOL). Following [4] , there are context-free languages which are not in $£ (EDTOL). Thus there are context-free languages which do not belong to M f as well. Consequently, any context-free generator (any context-free language whose smallest AFL containing it equals the family of context-free languages) is not a matrix language of finite index. Any language D it i ^ 2, is a context-free generator (see example 5.1.1, p. 139 [5] Some problems settled by the resuit in [4] were considered in [4] too. Perhaps there are other problems which can be solved using the same resuit.
Note: We are ver y indebted to the référée for pointing out a mistake in an earlier version of this paper.
